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Preface 
 
Once again, it is time for my quarterly market review, where I examine world events and 

attempt to understand their implications on the markets.  This is my time to reflect on 

current events, portfolio performance, and event scenarios, and their subsequent 

implication on world equity markets and my investment strategies.  

 

It is my goal in life to have my money working for me instead of me working for my 

money.   
 

Please keep in mind that I am an amateur investor and this document is a hobby for me.  

Any thoughts and concepts should be treated as such.  Please consult a professional 

financial advisor before you make any investment decisions regarding your investment 

ideas, goals, and strategies.  Continue reading this document at your own risk… 

 
Please read this before continuing! 
 
This report is neither an offer nor recommendation to buy or sell any security. I hold no 
investment licenses and are thus neither licensed nor qualified to provide investment advice. The 
content in this report is not provided to any individual with a view toward their individual 
circumstances.  
 
Do NOT ever purchase any security or investment without doing your own and sufficient 
research. This document contains forward looking statements.  Because events and 
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, there will likely be differences between the 
any predictions and actual results. Always consult a real licensed investment professional before 
making any investment decision. Be extremely careful, investing in securities carries a high 
degree of risk; you may likely lose some or all of the investment.  
 
The material presented herein is for informational purposes only, is not guaranteed to be correct, 
complete, up to date, and does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice.  While all 
information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by me to be accurate. Individuals should 
assume that all information contained in this document is not trustworthy unless verified by their 
own independent research. This report may contain numerous errors and the opinions may 
change without notice.  Past performance is not an indication of future results.    
 
In plain English, I am NOT giving you investment, tax, or legal advice. 

 

Regards, 

 

Mark Rush 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

 

This document may be distributed to anyone free of charge as long as it is provided in an 

unaltered form.  I reserve all Intellectual Property Rights of this document. 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/
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Introduction 

 

Happy 2014, 

 

I totally misjudged the market last year and have paid the price in my underperformance.  

I am now mostly invested but I have missed a major stock market move up.  An 

important piece of wisdom that I have ignored for the past few months is the old Wall 

Street adage “Don’t fight the Fed”.  I have been in cash most of the year while the 

Federal Reserve has been printing money relentlessly and I have been missing out on the 

free lunch.  The S&P 500 was up 30% last year and I spend most of the year not being 

invested and only squeaking out a last minute gain of 2.3% and that was only due to my 

panic buying in November.  Although I made ~12.5% in the last 2 months of last year, I 

also had some horrible losses due to my large positions in gold miners’ (it was 20% of 

the portfolio that is now is only 10% due to massive losses).  Lessons relearned last year, 

don’t fight the tape, don’t fight the Fed… 

 

I need to generate at least 8%/year to continue to “afford my Rock and Roll lifestyle” so 

this means I need to make an extra 6% on top of my normal goal for a total of 14% target 

by the end of this year.  This may be hard since I would optimistically guess the market 

will only be up 10% so I don’t have much time to slack off this year.   

 

But enough of lamenting on would have, should have, could have… It is time for me to 

stand up, dust myself off, and get to work beating the market this year.  I do believe the 

recent moves up in the market were justified, I am finding more and more things to 

become optimistic about for the first time in years.  I am finding such things such as 

housing price increases and Federal Income tax receipts growing faster than anticipated.  

If Europe and China can remain stable, then the crisis may be only a couple of years from 

being behind us and nothing more than a very long bad memory.  

 

As usually, I packed a lot of material in and ran out of time once again, so I am 

presenting yet another poorly proof read edition.  Please forgive all the types and errors in 

advance. 

 

Happy New Year and good investing… 

 

Mark Rush 

Yellow Spring, WV 

 

You can follow my latest thoughts on http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

 

 

 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/
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Chapter 1 

The Basics 
 

Mutual funds and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) 

 

Simple question, “Why would any EVER invest in a mutual fund?” 

 

I believe those mutual funds are a dinosaur of the 1980’s and, except in a rare 

circumstance, no one should ever own one…  Every time I talk to someone and come 

across this phenomenon it irritates me to no end, seriously if you own one you are likely 

pissing money away.   

 

For those stuck in the past, let me drop some knowledge on you… Let me introduce to 

you the Exchange Traded Fund (ETF)... Why would I sell my perfectly good Mutual 

Fund to buy and Exchange traded fund, you may ask? Eighties fashion is dead and so is 

the mutual fund so flip your shirt collar down, stop listening to Bon Jovi, sell your 

Mutual Funds and buy some ETFs.  I can already hear the cries of blasphemy, “but…” 

 

Lower Fees: 

Mutual fund typically charges 1.5-3%/year while an EFT is ~0.5%/year.  This is the 

biggest issue, there is an Exchange traded fund that will replicate for performance of 

almost any Mutual Fund but do it at less than half cost.  Most of you may think it’s only 

1%, but 1%/year over your investment life will reduce your returns by 25-50%.   

 

Tax Efficacy: 

Mutual fund generate random various gains.  EFT will only generate gains when you sell 

them or when receiving dividends.  Mutual fund can have the situation of paying taxes on 

“gains” while going down in value, this never happens with an ETF. 

 

Investment Flexibility:  

In regards to trading, ETFs behave much like stocks. Investors can short ETFs, buy them 

on margin and trade them throughout market hours by looking at real-time bids and offers 

on an exchange. Also, for those who like selling covered calls, you can trade options on 

ETF.  This is not possible for Mutual Funds. 
 

Choices: 

While there are 7,238 mutual funds available but only 1,400 EFTs, the big difference is 

that the numbers of mutual funds are shrinking at a rate of 7% a year while EFT numbers 

and assets under management are growing rapidly. This is because each year more and 

more people are wising up and switching to low fee ETFs. 
 

Bottom line: 

If you are investing on your own and have a mutual fund, stop throwing away money, 

stop being lazy, and find the equivalent EFT and move your money.  If you have a money 

manager and you are invested in mutual funds you should fire that individual and find a 

new advisor.  If this is the case, then they are either stupid or they are ripping you off by 

collecting sales commissions from mutual funds while charging you to manage your 

money.  Yes, I said “fire them”.  Find someone who works for you and not themselves!! 
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Chapter 2 

Considerations 
 

New Captain of the USS Federal Reserve 

 

We should “Officially” have a new Federal Reserve Chairman soon; Janet Yellen.  Now 

it is time for the Market along with me to decide what, if any, impact this will have upon 

investments.   

 

My determination is that Yellen is extremely qualified yet more of a Keynesian (easy 

money) than I would I would personally choose (I lean toward the Austrian School of 

economics).  Overall I feel she is qualified but the last few Federal Reserve Chairmen are 

going to be tough acts to follow.  I believe her policy will be easier money for longer and 

I believe this is the main reason President Obama has replaced Bernanke.  Personally I 

believe that Bernanke was “too easy” but I will now admit that overall I believed that he 

made bold choices that were necessary that at the time I would have not made.  

 

Let us assume that that indeed Yellen leans toward easier money policy and takes her 

time in slowing the printing press (currently the Fed is printing $75 billion/mo. of new 

money each month, down from $85B).  Then, assuming all things being equal, if business 

(stocks) retain their same value but we increase the amount of money floating around, 

then then those business’s should be worth more in terms of that devalued currency.   

Therefore stocks should increase under an easy money policy. 

 

Theoretically, with all this money flying around it would be easier for a business “grab” 

some of this easy money making them more profitable and hence more valuable. Also 

let’s assume that the value of these companies were to maintain their relative value while 

the amount of money in circulation increases, then again those business’s would ideally 

go up in value.  A third effect, is that for companies that borrow money, interest rates 

remain low so their interest expense is lower, increasing profits thus making them more 

valuable.   

 

One last effect that I want to discuss is that in a trepid recovery, money won’t chase as 

many new investment, i.e. new houses, new factories, and new infrastructure, it will tend 

to chase EXISTING assets such as existing houses, businesses, and existing stocks.  

 

I believe that the economy will get stronger this year and easy money policy will 

continue.  These circumnutates point to a higher stock market this year. Unfortunately, 

it’s not that easy.  We also need to factor in expectations.   Currently, I believe the market 

has already factored much to all of this in and we may be just a bit too complacent.   

 

Impact: Possibly slightly looser monetary policies going forward, stock market goes up 
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Fed: To taper or not to taper, that is the question 

 

Now that we have firmly established that stocks should be going up this year due to the 

large volume of money that is going to be printed, let’s take another look and Fed policy. 

 

The Federal Reserve under Bernanke has indicated that it wants to reduce (taper) the 

amount of Bonds it will be purchasing going forward.  Translation: The US may be 

slowing and eventually stop the printing of money.  This would be a major policy change, 

and that policy has partially been implemented with the last Fed meeting reducing 

monthly purchases by $10 billion a month to a scant $75 Billion per month ($0.9 

Trillion/year).  

 

Just the mere discussion of this last year sent interest rates up, the value of the dollar 

jumped, the stock market weakened (briefly), and gold has plummeted.  The “tapering” 

policy will tend to make the dollar worth more; therefore other things not US dollars will 

be worth less such as stocks, foreign currencies, metals, and commodities. 

 

This is potentially the biggest change in the market since the beginning of the crisis.  It 

means rates are likely to continue going up and on a risk adjusted basis stocks may need 

to come down.  With the S&P 500 yielding under 2% and 10 Year Treasuries now 

yielding around 3.0%, it will be natural for some people to want to sell “risk” that has a 

2% yield and buy “safety” that has a 3% yield.  In other words, some people may sell 

stocks because they perceive them too high relative to bonds tending to put pressure on 

the stock markets.   

 

Historically Government interest rates have been around 5% so we have a long way up 

before we are likely to get to “equilibrium” and it is my opinion that the stock market is 

overvalued at current levels “if” rates were that high (and they are not).  I suspect it will 

take 3-6 years for a new equilibrium to be achieved. 

 

The curious thing about the market is when interest rates popped last year, many bond 

portfolios show paper losses, so one the crazy things humans do is sell their safe assets 

because they perceive that they were losing money and then panic jumping into the stock 

market pushing that up.  I believe this is partially what happened last year with stocks. 

 

Impact: Reduction of looser monetary policies going forward, stock market goes down 

 

Direction of interest Rates? 

 

With the prospect for the Federal Reserve buying fewer bonds and this has produced 

higher interest rates.  Most notably 10 Year Treasuries are now ~3.0% up from a low of 

1.5% while 30 year fixed mortgages are now well above 4%.  If the economy softens 

Treasuries will head below 2% again and if there is a long term recovery in place and the 

Fed undoes QE then the 10 year Treasuries may be heading north of 4% with mortgages 

going over 6%.  Of course this is a negative for the economy but it creates less price 

distortions (inefficiency).  The higher dollar will make our goods and services less 

competitive in the world markets while making our imports cheaper.   
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        10 year US Treasuries yields 

 
US Borrowing and the Federal budget 

 

The Federal Deficit (how much more we borrow each year) has come down quite a bit 

and is much more sustainable.  The problem is the Debt (what we owe in aggregate) is 

exceedingly large.  As interest rate climb so will the each year’s budget deficit.  The 

interest on that debt has been running around 250 billion/year (about $800 US 

resident/year) that we quickly borrow more money to repay (we borrow ~$650 billion 

last year).   The problem comes when interest rates rise from the current average rate of 

2.43% to the long term normal 5% our interest payments will balloon from $250 

billion/year to $500 Billion/year. Also, this doesn’t count the “payments” to the Social 

Security “Trust Fund”.   

 

As rates rise it will put more pressure on the Federal budget causing more austerity. 

 

Japan 

 

Japanese Prime Minister Abe's has embarked on a massive gamble to revive Japan’s 

economy that has been given the name of Abenomics.  This policy includes a Hail Mary 

attempt of devaluing the Yen, increased government deficient spending and pro-growth 

policies. In the short run these actions may be working but the unintended consequences 

are potentially large.  The Nikkei average is up ~50% since implementation but half of 

that gain is lost here due to the weaker Yen but we get a 25% gain in terms of US dollars. 

 

Along with the US, Japan is the also printing vast amounts of money.  This is creating 

two effects.  First, no surprise, the Yen is falling in value.  The second is creating huge 

demand for existing assets that are not falling in value, i.e. the Japanese stock market.   
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Japanese stock market in terms of USD 

 

 
 

Japanese Yen in terms of US Dollars. 

 

 

 

India and other emerging markets 

 

The Indian Rupee took a large hit back in May due to US talks about tapering.  The fear 

was that much of the investment in India is US based and when rates go higher in the US 

money is moved from high yielding risky places to now less low safe places in the US.  

As this policy moves forward many emerging and frontier economies my have their 

funding pulled out from under them. 

 

India suffers from massive inefficiencies and could run into problems as rates in the US 

head higher causing US dollars to seek better safer places.
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US 

 

I have been watching signs for recession here in the US due to higher taxes, healthcare 

reform, sequestration, monetary policy (higher interest rates).   Thus far it seems that the 

economy is improving despite all these the headwinds.  It is well past the time to move 

off of these pessimistic themes and assume we are doing better than the rest of the world 

and in an outright recovery. 

 

The chart below is strong sign toward a positive recovery.  It shows that the economy has 

stop deleveraging and starting to take on more debt.  It seems that people are becoming 

confident enough to borrow again. 

 

 
 

 

Stock Market Cycles 

 

It’s that time of year when I get on to my stock market cycles soap box. The market tends 

to better this time of year with the January effect.  I don’t fully understand the phycology 

of the markets but the January effect seems to be well established and markets tend to go 

up through May.  I plan to follow this plan for January only and may start lightening up 

in May.   
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I believe the US stock market will be up this year but choppier this year. 
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Long Term Macroeconomic Trends 

 

It is that time of the year when I talk about the long-term macro changes that will be in 

effect for the next 5-10 years.  It can be hard to pick stocks that will be up this year or 

next but I wanted to spend a few minutes reviewing some obvious long term trends. 

 

One of the shorter term trends is the propensity for Central banks in the US, Japan, and 

Europe to print money.  This tends to push of the price of raw materials, stocks, real 

estate, food, precious metals and energy.  It tends to devalue bonds, fixed debt, annuities’, 

mortgages, cash, and all forms of fixes income.  Long-term owning a home with a long 

term mortgage is a good way to own something physical that will go up with inflation 

and simultaneously be short fixed debt.  The value of the house “should” rise over the 

next 5-10 years while the inflation adjusted net present value of the fixed loan should 

decrease. 

 

Longer term we cannot overlook the wealth effect that is going on globally.  Three billion 

or so poor people are moving up the wealth latter and their diets are shifting to higher 

quality protein and upscale brands are increasing in sales.  Farming and its derivatives 

will benefits in the upcoming decades along with aspirational items. 

 

People with more disposable incomes will want more cars and general use more energy.  

Oil use and energy infrastructure will continue to grow for remainder of the decade.  

These people are going to also want newer and larger houses therefore lumber, copper, 

and all the other raw materials will be benefiting over the next couple of decades. 

 

Worldwide but specifically in rich western countries and Japan the populations are 

becoming older and anything to do with healthcare will be outperforming the long term 

averages. 

 

World GDP has more than doubled in the past 10 years alone including the crisis.  We 

produce $10T more in goods and services now than we did before the crisis.  THIS 

CHART ISWHY WE INVEST!!! World GDP should rise from 2.8% to 3.6% in 2014 

 

     World GDP 
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Chapter 3 

The Fundamentals 

 
Economic Projections 

 

It is time to review world events applying my “opinion” based on absolutely nothing 

other than my limited understanding of how the world works.  Headline predictions are 

made at the beginning of the year and may have changed materially since then. 

 

US Economic Indicators (my forecast)  

 

US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth > +2.5% for 2014 

US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth < +1.5% for 2013 (actual 1.7%) 

 

The US grew at a 1.7% annualized pace in 2013 and the economy outperformed my 

expectations.  I expect even stronger growth next year the economy with growth over 

2.5% as the recovery continues to build. 

 

The economy seems to be growing 

 

Unemployment of stays < 6.5% at the end of 2014 

Unemployment of stays > 7.0% at the end of 2013 (actual 7.0%) 

 

It seems the economy may be finally retooling itself and the unemployment rate should 

continue to fall if this is true.  We can debate if it is real jobs being created or if it is 

really people just dropping out workforce.   The unemployment rate is skewed since 

people keep dropping out of the workforce (like me) and not getting real jobs.  Over 9.46 

million people have dropped out of the labor force since 2009.  Interestingly enough, 5.7 

million more are on disability now at 8.8 million people and 15 million more on food 

stamps for a total of 46 million since 2009. 

 
The latest number (November) was 7.0%  

 

Unemployment is high but falling 
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Federal Reserve keeps short-term interest rates steady in 2014 

 

The Fed has stated it will keep rates low until at least mid-2015.  The Fed has indicated it 

will slow QE and rates are likely to start rising without an artificial nudge. 

 

 
 

Low rates are good for the market… 

 

Inflation < 2.0% in 2014 

Inflation < 2.5% in 2013 (Actual 1.2%) 

 

The FTTM money supply has gone from $2T in 2000 to over $13T today with a 600% 

increase (black line, left scale).   The rate of money creation has slowed (blue, right) and 

this should stabilize.  It will be interesting to see what happens when the Fed stops 

printing money. 

 

 
 

Currently we are not experiencing inflation  
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S&P 500 index > 2000 at the end of 2014 

S&P 500 index < 1425 at the end of 2013 (Actual 1,848.36) 

 

I expect the trend to more or less continue but to be much more volatile this year than 

last.  My prediction was extremely wrong last year and I paid the price for that… 

 

The stock market continues to rise 

 

Improving Real Estate average home > $180k in 2014 

Stable Real Estate average home > $160k in 2013 (Actual $168.9k) 

 

The average house is now up to $168,900.  The 30 year mortgage rate is at 4.42%.  I was 

surprised by the jump in prices and rates.  Real estate prices are still historically cheap 

and may never be much cheaper and rates may never be much lower.  Home 

“affordability” is still high but losing ground with higher rates and prices.   

 

                          National average House Values 
 

 
             

 

                          National average Mortgage Rates 

 

 

Housing prices are increasing and interest rates are low but rising… 
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<$0.60 Trillion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2014 

>$0.95 Trillion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2013 (Actual $0.642 Trillion) 
 
The debt has shrunk quite a bit but I still think it needs to go lower although it is no 
longer disastrous or completely out of control.  I am turning this signal to neutral for 
the first time in 4 years…. 
 

The two big items are expenditures have fallen for the Bailout programs including the 

Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the Federal 

Housing Administration.  Payments to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac also came in $25 

billion under year ago levels, the CBO said, while spending by the Federal Housing 

Administration fell by $6 billion as the agency increased insurance premiums. Other 

spending reductions included a $28 billion drop in defense spending and a $17 billion 

decline in outlays for unemployment benefits. Then there has been a 15% increase in 

federal revenue that is also helping. 

 

These are all signs that despite headwinds the economy is recovering. 

 
Deficits are approaching more manageable levels. 
 
Last year performance: 

 

I was only able to get 3 out of 6 of last predictions correct.  What adds injury to insult is 

that I completely missed the 3 most important ones.  The only really important number 

(stock market prediction) was an utter disaster!!  

 

It is time for me to stand up, dust myself off, and get to work beating the market this year. 
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Chapter 4 

The Technical Indicators 
 

Technical analysis is the attempt to forecast the future direction of prices through the 

study of past market data.  I use Barchart (http://www.barchart.com/ ) to come up with a 

final “objective” opinion of an investment.  Its primary ability (flaw) is that it tries to 

predict the future by interpolating from the past performance.  One phrase does come to 

mind, “Past performance is not an indication of future results” although this is exactly what 

these calculations try to do. 

 

Model Portfolio and other technical indicators (+100% = strong buy; -100% = strong sell) 

 

US Stock           1/1/13 6/30/13 1/1/14   Link                           

SPY      -8%  -24%   +96%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SPY  

QQQ                   -40% -32%   +96%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/QQQ 

IWM                  +48% +24%   +96%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/IWM  

  

 

International  

EFA                     +88% -80%   +88%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EFA 

EEM                    +100% -56%   +32%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EEM  

   

 

Bonds       1/1/13 6/30/13 1/1/14  Link                            

TLT                     -72%  -72%   -96%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/TLT  

SHY                    -40%  -88%   -56%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SHY  
   
 

Gold/Oil/Dollar Index/Euro/Yen 

GLD                     -72% -40%   -88%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/GLD  

USO                     +40% +72%   -16%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/USO  

UUP                     -16% +88%   -88%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/UUP  

FXE                     +72% -80%   +80%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXE  

FXY                     -100% -16%    -96%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXY  

   

Volatility Index 

VIX index            +80%         -48%   -24%             http://www.barchart.com/opinions/stocks/$VIX  

 

http://www.barchart.com/
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SPY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/QQQ
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/IWM
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EFA
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EEM
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/TLT
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SHY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/GLD
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/USO
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/UUP
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXE
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/stocks/$VIX
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Volatility  

Volatility Chart (market fear index) 

 

 
 

The Volatility index (VIX) can be thought of as the US stock market fear indicator and 

the lower it is the lower the fear in the market.  This indicator is one of the more valuable 

tools to evaluate what implied risk is in the market at any given point in time.  It is 

showing that fear low but it looks to me that it is overdue for a pop.  Complacency? 

 

Ted Spread… 

       TED Spread 

 
 

The US Treasury vs. Eurodollar spread (TED) is the Bond market fear index.  Currently 

this index is unremarkable.  I believe the SHIBOR index is more of a potential leading 

indicator.   
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Below are the unremarkable (~5%) Spanish bond rates, just to keep an eye on Europe. 

 

  Spanish 10 Year Yield 

 
 

Lets look at Greece for fun… Last trade was around 8.1% 

 

 
 

Technical Summary… 

 

All the stock market indicators are optimistic (bullish), while bonds are very pessimistic    

(bearish).  The rest of the indexes are bearish except the Euro. Gold, Yen, and bonds were 

the only prediction that was accurate and constant all year long as gold, the Yen, and 

bonds sold off most of the year. 

 

Also the “predictor” says Volatility is going to decrease and that is generally a good sign 

for the market.  The Volatility index (VIX) can be thought of as the US stock market fear 

indicator and the lower it is the lower the fear in the market.  The VIX (S&P 500 

volatility) is relativity low in terms of the past few months.  The market may be telling us 

one of two things; first it could telling us the stock market is primed to go up or it is just 

be a temporary year end reprieve in the volatility.  In either case it may be a good time for 

me to buy some volatility.  When volatility is high (expensive) I like to sell out of the 

money Call options when volatility is low (cheap) I like to buy Put options (portfolio 

insurance).  In this case it may be a good time to buy some downside insurance by buying 

Put options.  In my opinion volatility is cheap and I should be buying volatility and not 

selling it. 

 

These things are telling me that we should have a strong start to 2014 in the US stock 

market.  VIX is low, energy strong, selling of gold are all signs of smart money is 

continuing to move into stocks, in other words, it looks like a continued “risk on”.   
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Chapter 5 

Sectors 
 

US Economy 

 

The US economy seems to be the least troubling of the major economies.  It has 

stabilized and is potentially recovering despite higher taxes, poor political priorities, and 

sequestration.  Implementation of Obamacare this year may delay a full recovery.  I 

wouldn’t expect unemployment to be under 5% until 2016 without major policy shifts.  I 

am still concerned about taxes, sequestration, gridlock, Federal Reserve tapering, poor 

political direction/choices, and confusion about healthcare will create a moderate drag on 

the economy for the next 18 months. Despite all this, things appear to be improving here. 

 

Europe 

 

Until there is some sort of fundamental change in labor attitudes and entitlement 

payments (unlikely), Europe will continue to be weak and will remain so for the 

foreseeable future.  I was avoiding any large new investments in Europe for the 

foreseeable future but the US seems to expensive relative to Europe now. 

 

On a valuation perspective, European stocks are cheap compared to the US (and riskier).  

Europe may be stabilizing and adapting to the new world order.  I tend to dabble in 

European banks and if we were to have a major pullback in Europe I would be willing to 

go bargain shopping in selected countries and industries. 

 

China 

 

This is a really hard area to determine what exactly is going on.  What is disconcerting is 

that fact that we had a few mini crashes in the overnight borrowing in China.  I try to find 

information on SHIBOR but it’s kind of hard to find.  I know that they have slowed but 

government statists there tend to tow the party line. 

 

Either everything is fine and china may be a good investment or we are on the brink of 

another major credit disaster that will spin the world back into recession.  My bet is 

90%/10% on the former, would be interested in any thoughts anyone else has at this time. 

 

I plan to make/maintain small investments in China this year. 

 

The US Dollar and Bonds  

 

I did not (do not) own any US Government bonds because I thought (think) the rates were 

(are) too low and thought they were going to stay there for the foreseeable future.  I still 

think they are low on a historical perspective but they are now a little more interesting, 

just not enough for me to invest in yet.  I am thinking that inflation could be benign over 

the next 18 months and rate should stabilize.   
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Muni bonds 

 

The yields here are higher than US Treasuries and tax free.  I could understand why 

someone would buy selected muni bonds that have a low potential for default.  I currently 

have no need for tax free income so I will not be looking in this area. 

 

I do not own any muni bonds nor will I plan to purchase any.   

 

Corporate Bonds 

 

Corporate bonds have a higher yield than Government bonds but I have always tended to 

shy away from all “fixed” income assets.  I bought a small amount of high yield 

corporate bonds this year (JNK) for its higher yield last year in my Roth IRA account but 

sold it late last year to invest in other instruments.   

 

I do not own any corporate bonds 

 

Financial stocks 

 

I have bought a small amount of European banks and may nibble on a few more 

European names later this year if the economy continues to merely stay stable because of 

the low P/E in this area.  I feel like there isn’t as much value left in US banks as the 

European names. 

 

I own Deutsche Bank (DB) and National Bank of Greece (NBG) 

 

Oil/Energy 

 

The resurgence of oil and gas production in the US and the global spread of 

unconventional (fracking) gas production are major in factors changing the world energy 

landscape.   Because of our advanced drilling technology (hydraulic fracturing) and these 

technologies are migrating from natural gas into oil production.  As this occurs this will 

put significant pressure on the price of crude oil but it will many years to ramp up this 

production.  Long term (5-10 years) the price of Oil will be dropping. 

 

I like oil for next few years but not as enthusiastically as I once did because of fracking.  I 

don’t think BP is the safest way to play oil but the high dividend (cheaper call options) 

and its low P/E intrigues me but do not own any currently.  I also like China Petroleum 

(SNP) with its low P/E and high dividend and own some shares in my IRA account. 

 

I am shying away from energy until crude comes back down under $85. 

 

Emerging markets 

 

These markets are under pressure and will continue to do so with a stronger dollar.  

Eventually I will be increasing my Emerging Markets ETF (EEM) again and will be 

looking for the courage to pull the trigger.   

 

I own a moderate position in EEM 
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Technology 

 

Always an interesting place to invest due to volatility and potential high rewards and did 

a Hail-Mary on Zynga when they sacked the old CEO.   

 

I am dabbling in Tech.  I own a lot of Apple and some Zynga. 

 

Cash and its proxies 

 

I have almost no money in cash right now <2% of the portfolio. 

 

Gold/Platinum 

 

Someday gold will bottom and at that time I am going to be playing the gold miners this 

year since they are cheap and probably get cheaper, I lost my ass on these last year.  I will 

not buy more but will not sell what I have. 

 

I own Barrack Gold ABX and own the Gold Miners ETF (GDX).   

 

Real Estate 

  

I have been a fan of real estate since not long after the crisis.  A big part of that thought 

was my belief that the Fed was going to force this asset class up relentlessly until it 

forced a recovery.  Five years later and they may have finally succeeded along with help 

from a natural recovery.  I believe the last couple of years may have been the low for 

home affordability (how much house you get per dollar of mortgage) but values are still 

good and likely to be good for long time.  I always wanted to find a way to invest but I 

never did find a good way to get in although I toyed with buying a larger home in 

Colorado. 

 

I own one house and would like to buy 2 more (CO and T&C). 

 

Options 

 

Volatility seems to be relatively cheap but likely near its lows.  I am playing with some 

shorter term income producing schemes these days. 

 

Stock market cycles 

 

I am going to follow my old rule “sell in May” so I have 5 months of bliss of making 

easy profits and not looking back.  ;-) 
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Chapter 6 

Value Stocks 

 
Here is a quick list of the some stocks that I follow that I think are cheap.  I also show the 

expected yield in ’14, it’s expected earning in ’14 verses its current stock price (i.e. return 

on investment), and for those who prefer P/E ratios I have included those also.  With 10 

year Treasuries at 3.0% I find this a better place to invest. 

Stock Symbol Yield 
Est. '14 Return on 
Investment (E/P) 

'14 P/E 

Companhia Siderurgic SID 3.80% 17.36% 5.76 

China Petroleum & Chem SNP 3.20% 14.64% 6.83 

Transocean RIG 4.50% 13.83% 7.23 

Barrick Gold ABX 1.10% 11.40% 8.77 

Freeport McMoran FCX 4.5% 10.93% 9.15 

Barclays BCS 1.40% 10.87% 9.20 

BP BP 4.70% 10.82% 9.24 

ING ING 0.0% 10.41% 9.60 

Apple AAPL 2.20% 8.66% 11.55 

 

This list keeps getting shorter and shorter while getting riskier and riskier. The ones that 

are still on this list that are moderately “safe” investments are SNP, BCS, BP, ING, and 

APPL.  Yes, in this basket Apple is considered relatively safe and keep this in mind when 

you think about these instruments.  Everything else, except Apple, on this list is either a 

Bank or commodity play.  

 

I think I need to expand my net for the next report and find more international bargains. 

 

These are low P/E for a reason; the market didn’t just overlook these instruments. 
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Chapter 7 

High yield 

 
Here is a quick list of the some high yield investments that I like.  I also show the 

expected yield in ’14, it’s expected earning in ’14 verses its current stock price (i.e. return 

on investment), and for those who prefer P/E ratios I have included those also.  With 10 

year Treasuries at 3.0% I find this a better place to invest. 

Stock Symbol Yield 
Est. '14 Return on 
Investment (E/P) 

'14 P/E 

Boardwalk Pipeline Part, LP* BWP 8.20% N/A N/A 

Ad Clay Convertible* AGC 7.74% N/A N/A 

MS Emerging Mkt Debt* MSD 7.50% N/A N/A 

iShares Preferred* PFF 7.33% N/A N/A 

BioPharma PDLI 7.20% 24.7% 4.04 

Hospitality Properties Trust* HPT 7.10% 11.34% 8.82 

San Juan Trust* SJT 6.90% N/A N/A 

Kinder Morgan Partners LP* KMP 6.70% N/A N/A 

PowerShares Preferred* PGF 6.65% N/A N/A 

Kohlberb Kravis & Roberts* KKR 6.55% N/A N/A 

Barclay’s High Yield Bond* JNK 6.14% N/A N/A 

Alerian MLP ETF* AMLP 6.04% N/A N/A 

Healthcare REIT* HCN 5.80% N/A N/A 

     

 

Notice that all but one of these investments have stars* by their names, this mean they are 

not normal stocks and typically don’t qualified for special tax treatment under capital 

gains rules.  Most of these are a Trust, Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), Bond fund, 

Master Limited Liability Partnership (LLP), Master Limited liability Partnership (MLP), 

or other tax land mine.  Be sure you and your investment advisor knows what you may be 

getting into before investing and getting a crazy high tax bill at the end of the year.  I put 

these in my IRA rollover to avoid these tax headaches. 

 

Also notice BioPharma is in the business of buying patents and collecting rent on them.  

Most of their patents expire at the end of this year, and will be worth materially less by 

then. I plan to sell this one since… 

 

These are all high yield for a reason; the market didn’t just overlook these instruments.
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Chapter 8 

International  

Consensuses Economic Growth Forecast by Country in 2014 

China 8.1 Mexico 3.8 Russia 2.3 Japan 1.5 

Indonesia 5.6 Israel 3.4 Canada 2.3 France 1.0 

India 4.7 South Africa 3.0 Sweden 2.3 European Union 1.0 

Chile 4.5 United States 2.9 Switzerland 2.2 Italy 0.6 

Turkey 3.8 Australia 2.6 Brazil 2.2 Spain 0.5 

South Korea  3.8 United Kingdom 2.4 Germany 1.7 Greece -0.4 

 

My strategy is based on one simple idea.  Invest in stable countries that have high 

economic (GDP) growth.   

International Exchange Traded funds 

 

Country  ETF symbol 

China   FXI 

Indonesia  IF 

India   IIF 

Chile   ECH 

Turkey   TUR 

South Korea  EWY 

Mexico  EWW 

Israel   ISRA 

South Africa  EWZ 

USA   SPY 

Australia  EWA 

UK   EWU 

Russia   RSX 

Canada  EWC 

Sweden  EWD 

Switzerland  EWL 

Brazil   EWZ 

Germany  EWG 

Japan   EWJ 

France   EWQ 

EU   VGK 

Italy   EWI 

Spain   EWP 

Greece   GREK 

 

Just because a country has a high growth rate doesn’t mean its stock market will match 

that performance.  The US only had a 1.7% growth and market was up 30% while China 

growth was more than 3 times of that but was down ~10%.   
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Chapter 9 

Mark’s Model ETF Portfolio 
 

Asset reallocation 

A general guideline for 4 portfolios, each with varying riskiness while using just 12 (or 

less) Exchange Traded Funds (ETF).   

Risk Profile  Low Balanced Growth Aggressive 

US Large Cap: 20% 30% 40% 30% 

US Small Cap: 10% 10% 20% 30% 

International: 10% 20% 30% 40% 

Fixed Income: 50% 35% 10% 0% 

Cash: 10% 5% 0% 0% 

   ETF Symbol  % by ETF   

SPY 5% 7.5% 10% 7.5% 

QQQQ 5% 7.5% 10% 7.5% 

DIA 5% 7.5% 10% 7.5% 

VTV 5% 7.5% 10% 7.5% 

IWM 10% 10% 20% 30% 

EFA 5% 10% 15% 20% 

EEM: 5% 10% 15% 20% 

TLT 12.5% 8.75% 2.5% 0% 

IEF 12.5% 8.75% 2.5% 0% 

AGG 12.5% 8.75% 2.5% 0% 

LQD 12.5% 8.75% 2.5% 0% 

SHY 10% 5% 0% 0% 

 

US Large Cap:  

SPY: SPDR S&P Depository Receipts ETF 

QQQQ: NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares ETF 

DIA: SPDR Dow Jones Industrial Average 

VTV: Vanguard Value VIPERs ETF 

US Small Cap: 

IWM: iShares Russell 2000 Index ETF 

International:  

EFA: iShares MSCI “EAFA” Europe, Australia and Far East Index ETF 

EEM: iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index ETF 

Fixed Income (Bonds): 

TLT: iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 

IEF: iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF 

AGG: iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond ETF 

LQD: iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp Bond ETF 

Cash: 

SHY: iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury bond ETF 
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2013 Model Portfolio Returns 

 

Name 

 
 Symbol 12/31/12 

Price 
12/31/13 

Price 

2013 
Gain % 
w/o Div 

2013 
Gain % 
w/ Div 

SPDR S&P Depository Receipts SPY $142.41 $184.69  29.69% 32.04% 

NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares QQQ $65.13 $87.96  35.05% 36.06% 

DIAMONDS Trust DIA $130.58 $165.47  26.72% 29.35% 

Vanguard Value VIPERs VTV $58.80 $76.39  29.91% 32.79% 

iShares Russell 2000 Index IWM $84.32 $115.36  36.81% 38.49% 

iShares MSCI “EAFA” EFA $56.86 $67.10  18.01% 21.01% 

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets EEM $44.35 $41.80  -5.75% -3.81% 

iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury  TLT $121.18 $101.86  -15.94% -13.23% 

iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury IEF $107.49 $99.24  -7.68% -6.04% 

iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond AGG $111.08 $106.43  -4.19% -1.96% 

iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp LQD $120.99 $114.19  -5.62% -2.01% 

iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury SHY $84.42 $84.38  -0.05% 0.21% 

 

  

Results for the various “autopilot” portfolios 

 

 

Risk  

Adverse Balanced Growth Aggressive 

’13 Return 8.34% 13.31% 22.72% 24.75% 

’12 Return 8.97% 11.56% 15.30% 16.86% 

’11 Return  7.02% 3.30% -2.52% -6.51% 

’10 Return 11.17% 12.45% 15.53% 16.91% 

’09 Return 11.14% 19.65% 31.48% 36.54% 

’08 Return  -8.18% -18.66% -33.90% -39.60% 

’07 Return 7.82% 9.40% 10.04% 10.45% 

’06 Return 9.72% 13.63% 19.09% 21.83% 

’05 Return 5.49% 7.55% 9.73% 11.77% 

     

Total return since inception 71.82% 79.34% 81.17% 77.40% 

 

All portfolios far underperformed the S&P 500.  Basically everything was flat or down 

except US stocks and Europe.  The Balanced and Risk adverse were hurt by bond 

performance. 

 

We may be seeing the beginning of a longer term trend of rising interest rates and that 

will continue to make any bond fund underperform. 
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Chapter 10 

The Plan 

 
Every trader reserves the right to make a more intelligent decision today than he made 

yesterday.  - Sheldon Natenberg 

 

Considerations: 

 

(+) The US economy should grow around 2.5% next year up from 1.7% last year 

(+) World GPD should be positive again and increasing from 2.8% to 3.6% 

(+) The Fed and Japan continue to print vast amounts of money 

(+) Budget Deficit is somewhat controllable 

(-) The Fed will reduce Bond purchases this year 

(-) Interest rates are higher and likely to go higher; Borrowing will cost more 

(-) China is showing credit instability/assets bubble issues 

(-) Healthcare policy uncertainty 

 

This is going to be a tough year to get right, on the one hand you have a new potentially 

easier Federal Reserve Chairman that is continuing to print nearly a Trillion dollars this 

year and I believe the market has factored into their pricing QE infinity and beyond. 

 

On the other hand, Wall Street has gotten use to easy money and if the Bernanke plan of 

less injection of money into the system is implemented the withdraw system, although 

slow and steady, will result in violent reactions likes that have only been seen in 

methadone clinics.  The Fed is the Dr. at the clinic and it will be very hard to wean Wall 

Street off the monetary crack that we have been calling QE.  Like any addict going 

through withdrawal, the outcome will become violent and unpredictable. 

 

The economic recovery continues to be sluggish but improving, with a tug-of-war 

between improving fundamentals and a drag from tighter monetary policies.  My 

prediction is for modest but decent growth this year, with the U.S. gross domestic product 

(GDP) growing at around 2.5%. I would expect the yield of a 10-year bond Treasuries to 

be about 3.5% by the end of 2014, and I don’t expect any real inflation over the next 12 

to 18 months. 

 

As far as I can tell you basically we have two choices, you take the blue pill: the story 

ends, you wake up in bonds and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red 

pill: you stay in Wonderland and I show you how high the market can go. 

 

This tug of war is compelling but I am going to choose the “red pill” because I believe 

that the printing of money will outstrip the fears of withdrawal.  Also as bonds get hit 

more people will abandon those instruments and flock to the stock market.  And let’s face 

it, 5 years of momentum is at our backs and I believe this market will continue up for 2-3 

years “after” I call it a “bubble”.   No one has used the word irrational exuberance lately. 

 

I believe the market should go up somewhere between 7.5%-12.5% in 2014 while the 10 

year Treasury yield should rise to 3.5%.  What I am absolutely sure of is volatility is 
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going to increase next year.  The up market will not be in anything resembling a straight 

line like last year.  The path will be fraught with pitfalls and torment that will shake out 

less confinement players. 

 

Stocks are no longer cheap, but they remain the best alternative although it seems 

unlikely that they are going to keep giving us the returns we have seen over the last few 

years.  The fundamentals may look better in the United States than overseas, since the 

prices are higher here in the US. Valuations in Europe, Japan and emerging markets are 

cheap in comparison. There’s continuing headline risk, but there are some good values in 

overseas for the long-term investor.  Over the past year, emerging markets have 
underperformed and now you can buy them at a 30+% discount to developed markets, 
and in the past that has been a pretty good entry point. 
 

New angle, trading Volatility (VIX) 

 

I have been living of my market gains for the past 3 years and it has been easy with the 

market always going up.  Someday soon, the easy money will come to a stop and I 

question my ability to make a living if the market were to enter a protracted period of 

stagnation or retracement. 

 

So this year I have decided to shift some of my money into various volatility plays that, 

from my perspective, potentially could make money regardless if the market is up, down, 

or sideways as long as I get it right. 

 

Basically I have decided to play with derivatives of the Volatility Index.  What I mean by 

a derivative is really more like the 6
th

 derivative of the S&P 500.  If you start off with the 

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) S&P 500 Index then look at options (a derivative) on 

the index then you can derive the market volatility of that index (VIX).  This Derivative 

is traded on the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) and they trade futures 

contracts derived from the VIX.  Now let’s head back to the NYSE that trades 

instruments derived from the CBOE futures contracts.  This gets us to my first basic 

building block of my strategy, the VXX Exchange Traded Fund. 

 

Now as intriguing as it may be to trade the VXX, I found it a bit too simplistic, so I found 

the XIV that is an inverse derivative of the VXX.  You would think in my obscure 

esoteric nature it would end there but…  I found levered EFT that derives 2 x times the 

movement of VVX called the UVXY. Since all these are still a bit pedestrian in my view, 

I decided trading the options (yet another derivative) on UVXY may be quit amusing.  

Some purist may argue that I am only really trading the 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 derivative of the 

S&P500 but it’s so much more sexy to say I plan to trade the 6
th

 derivative of the market. 

;-) 

 

So, needless to say it’s taken almost half a page to briefly touch on what these 

instruments are let alone explain how I am going to hedge them, model them, trade them, 

or monetize them.  It would take a rather large incomplete document to get all my current 

thoughts and currently understood nuances into a document, so let’s just say that… 

 

I plan to trade spreads, options, option spreads on ETFs based on the VIX for income.
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The list of things that I am looking at for volatility and volatility hedges looks something 

like this. 

 

  Bullish Market via Price   Bearish Market via Price  

SPY (1x) Short SPY (-1x) 

SSO (2x) SDS (-2x) 

SPXL (3x) SPXS (-3x) 

 

  Bullish market via Volatility                     Bearish market via Volatility 

ZIV (-0.5x) VXZ (-0.5x) 

XIV (-1x) VXX (1x) 

Short UVXY (-2x) UVXY (2x) 

 

Once you add puts and calls to the mix you end up with a three dimensional chart that I 

don’t have the skills to include here giving but you 36 boxes to choose from to mix and 

match from. 

 

To hedge I am trying to at a minimum have at least one item from each column 

(bullish/bearish) and at least one price and one volatility.  To be a hedge they would need 

to work in opposite directions, i.e. Bullish market via price and bearish market via 

volatility or bearish market via price and bullish market via volatility.  

 

It is a work in progress but unlikely to be discussed much more in this venue. 

 

The Plan 

 

I still think the market is to my back and plan to stay invested and reevaluate come May 

when I typically scale back my investing, until then I am taking the red pill… 

 

My plan is for “Non-US based Investments” bias for 2014 with a mix of European, 

Japanese, and Emerging Markets.   

 

I plan to trade volatility for income purposes. 

 

 To Do List 

 

Watch SHIBOR – Things are looking up if China doesn’t implode. 

Watch US Tax receipts – US taxes receipts are going up faster than expected. 

Pay more attention to bond yield, especially 10 year Treasuries. 

Understand more of the nuances of volatility and all of its associated instruments. 
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Chapter 11 

2013 Portfolio Performance  
 

 

Portfolio Results 2013: In order to keep my strategies separate and to better track them, I 

have ended up with 6 different accounts all with Fidelity.  I have an IRA, Roth IRA and 

four taxable accounts each portfolio with its own strategy.   

 

 Trading Portfolio (Taxed) -  Options, short positions, short term trades, FX 

 Cash (Taxed) – Short term cash, bonds, income based FX 

 Individual Stock Portfolio (Taxed) – Stock picks, longer term investments, covered calls 

 ETF Portfolio (Taxed) – Macro sector plays, Country investments, covered calls, metals 

 IRA rollover (Tax deferred) - Income and high yield 

 Roth (Not Taxed) – High risk aggressive growth 

Overall the portfolio had a 2.3% gain in 2013 vs. the S&P 500 ETF (SPY) gain of 32.0% 

inclusive of dividends.  This resulted in me underperforming the S&P benchmark by 

~93%.  I am not very happy with these results. 

 

Performance by Portfolio 

  
2013 

Return 
% of 

Capital 
% of 

Gains 

Trading -0.6% 35% -10% 
Cash 0% 0% 0% 

Stocks -7.1% 18% -61% 

ETF -0.5% 14% -3% 
IRA 13.4% 30% 160% 

Roth 18.8% 2% 15% 

Total 2.29% 100% 100% 
 

I sat in cash for most of the year except about 20% of the portfolio that was in Gold 

miners and other commodities.  This portion of the portfolio quickly became 10% of the 

portfolio by falling nearly 50%.  In November I panicked and got in to the market making 

a quick 12% recovery while the market only moved up 5%.  Normally when I am active I 

tend to outperform the market by a factor of 2 or more.  This would have been a great 

year to have “been in” all year.  A 60+% gain would have ended my need to “manage 

money” for the rest of my life. 

 

To add injury to insult the gains that I made were in my IRA and Roth accounts that I 

can’t touch for another 10+ years.  I may have inadvertently caused a potential chain of 

events that could result in a long-term cash flow crisis that may come to fruition 

sometime in the next five to seven years or so.  I now may run out of cash long before my 

deferred funds are available to me.  An up anywhere near 30% year would have made 

that a near impossibility. 
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Chapter 12 

Current Portfolio Holdings  
 
Trading Portfolio (Taxed) - Options, short positions, short term trades, FX 

AAPL* - Long various call spreads on Apple 

BIDU* - Long Jan ’15 call spread risk reversal (lasso) on Baidu (Chinese google) 

FCX* - Long Feb ’14 call spreads on Freeport-McMoRan (miner) 

JCP* - Long Jan ’15 call spreads on JC Penny in hopes of takeover 

NBG* - long $7 calls until the end of time on National Bank of Greece (lottery Tickets) 

SPXL* - Long Jan ‘15 puts on 3x S&P 500 ETF (doomsday hedge) 

UVXY* - various option plays for volatility harvesting 

ZNGA* - long Jan ’15 call spread on Zynga on hopes they get their act together 

 

Individual Stock Portfolio (Taxed) – Stock picks, longer term investments, covered calls 

ABX – Barrick Gold (miner) 

BRKB – Berkshire Hathaway (daddy Buffet play) 

DB - Deutsche Bank (hoping Europe goes well this year) 

LYG - Lloyds Banking Group (hoping UK goes well this year) 

VALE – Vale (Iron recovery bet) 

 

ETF Portfolio (Taxed) – Macro sector plays, Country investments, covered calls, metals 

EEM – Emerging Market ETF 

EFA – Europe and other developed non US ETF 

EGPT – Egypt ETF (bet on recovery now Muslim Brotherhood is gone) 

GDX – Gold miner EFT (another bet on gold) 

 

IRA rollover (Tax deferred) - Income and high yield 

HPT - Hospitality Properties Trust (Hotel REIT, income) 

IRE - The Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland (recovery bet) 

KKR - Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (income) 

MUX - McEwen Mining (more gold miners) 

NLY - Annaly Capital Management (yield curve play, income) 

PDLI - PDL BioPharma (income) 

SID - Companhia Siderurgica Nacional (miner, income) 

SNP - China Petroleum & Chemical (oil, income) 

SPXS – S&P 500 Inverse 3x ETF (Volatility hedge) 

XIV – Inverse Volatility play (theta) 

 

Roth (Not Taxed) – High risk aggressive growth 

XIV – Inverse Volatility play (theta) 

* Denotes options only positions 
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Chapter 13 

Final Thoughts 
 

In my view, the world economy was solidifying but Europe continues to merely squeak 

by, China has slowed and credit issues seem to be constantly flaring up, and while we 

have seen several unforeseen economic problems pop up all over the planet.   Any one of 

these issues could cascade out of control and send the world economy reeling back into 

another recession.   

 

I expect in 2014 the stock market will continue the trend up but it will be much more 

volatile than in previous years and certainly less rewarding than last year.  I expect the 

push of current Fed policies vs the pull of tapering back those policies to contribute to the 

volatility.  Also push of people opening up their statements and chasing what is hot while 

selling bonds but also the pull of people chasing those new higher yields. 

 

The Good 

 

 Interest rates are low  

 Asia’s economic growth is stabilizing and potential recovering 

 World GDP is projected to be positive in 2014 

 New innovations and new efficiencies are creating new real wealth daily  

 Europe seems to be stabilizing 

 

The Bad 

 

 High US unemployment/”shrinking” workforce 

 Changes to healthcare likely to drag on US economy for next 2 years 

 Housing crisis not over; large segment of population with mortgages and no jobs 

 Borrowing and spending is not the cure for too much borrowing and spending 

 The European sovereign debt issues are still in play 

 High US budget deficit/national debt due to increased spending 

 Chicago and other state/local governments debt situation/retirement liabilities 

 

The Ugly 

 

 The US Social Security time bomb  

 World governance that doesn’t understand basic economics of wealth creation 

 Hints of credit crisis forming in China 

 

This is the conclusion of my report; I hope to get the next report out on April 7th, 2014 

and I try to entertain you with my new thoughts and reflections.   

  

Regards, 

 

Mark Rush 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/

